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COEXISTENCE OF STJPERCONDTJCTIVITY AND ANTIFERRO-
MAGNETIC ORDER IN SmRh

4B4

H.C. Hamaker,* L.D. Woolf.* H.B. MacKay.* Z.andM. B. Maple*

Institute for Pure andApplied PhysicalSciences
University of California, San Diego, La Solla, California 92093

(Received 26 June 1979 by H. Suhi)

The ternary rare earth compoundSmRh4B4hasbeenstudied by means
of upper critical field, low temperaturespecific heat, and static mag-
netic susceptibility measurements. A lambda-typespecific heat
anomaly, a discontinuity in the slopeof the upper critical field versus
temperaturecurve, anda cusp-like feature in themagneticsuscepti-
bility suggestthat superconductivityandlong-rangeantiferromagnetic
order coexist in SmRh4B4below 0. 87 K. Machida’s theory for anti-
ferromagnetic superconductorsprovidesa good descriptionof the
upper critical field data, while the magneticsusceptibility datacanbe
representedas the s~nriof a Curie-Weiss term with ~-‘eff = 0.632UB
and = -1.93 K anda temperatureindependentVan Vieck contribu-
tion.

The classof ternary rare earth (RE) corn- geststhat the other superconductingRERh4B4
pounds RERh4B4has recently beeninvestigated compoundscontaining localized magneticmo-
in order to study the interaction betweensuper- mentsmight also order magnetically. In this
conductivity andlong-rangemagneticorder, communicationwe report uppercritical field,
The compoundsare ferromagneticfor RE = Gd, specific heat, and staticmagneticsusceptibil-
Tb, Dy andHo and superconductingfor RE ity datafor SmRh4B4. The results indicate
Sm, Nd, Er, Tm, and Lu. 1, 2 Furthermore, that long-rangeantiferromagneticorder and
ErRh4B4 exhibits re-entrant superconductivity, superconductivitycoe~istin this material below
wherein the superconductivityis destroyedby 0. 87 K.
the onsetof long-rangeferromagneticordering Two samplesof SmRh4B4were synthe-
of the Er

3+ magneticmomentsat a temperature sizedby arc melting thehigh purity elements
Tc2 below the superconductingtransition tern- underargon. The sampleswere annealedat
peratureTci .3’~ Recentlywe reportedthe re- l200~Cfor more thana week, followed by an
suits of aninvestigation of NdRh

4B4which re- additional weekat 800~C. The first sample
vealedtwo lambda-typeanomalies in the heat wasusedfor four-probe ac electrical resist-
capacitydata, indicative of two phasetransi- anceand staticmagneticsusceptibility measure-
tions below the superconductingtransition tern- ments. In the former experimenta long paral-
perature.5 Featuresin the upper critical field lellepiped-shapedsamplealigned parallel to
vs. temperaturecurve and the static magnetic variousappliedmagneticfields was cooled
susceptibility data suggestthat the phasetrans- using a He

3-He4dilution refrigerator to obtain
itions are magnetic, andtherefore that super- temperaturesfrom below 0. 07 to 10 K. The
conductivity and long-rangemagneticorder co- magneticsusceptibility datawere takenbetween
exist in this compound. However, the pres- 0.7 and 294 K using a Faradaymagnetometer.
enceof impurity phasespreventedanunambig- Heatcapacitydatafor the secondsamplewere
uous determinationof the exactnature of the obtainedbetween0. 5 and 36 K with a He3 semi-
m~neticordering, adiabaticcalorimeter using a standardheat-

The observationof superconductivityand pulse technique.
magnetismin both ErRh4B

4andNdRh4B4 sug- Figure 1 shows the electrical resistance
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Fig. I ac electrical resistance versus temperature for SrnRh4B4

in applied magnetic fields between 0 and 2 kOe.

vs temperature in various applied magnetic Comparison of the heat capacity data with the
fields for SmRh4B4. In all fields measuredbe- upper critical field data shows that TX corre-
low its zero-temperature upper critical field sponds closely with the temperature at which
HCz(0)-~1.85 kOe, the sample exhibits only a the discontinuity in the slope of the Hc2 V5 tei’n
single normal to superconducting state transi- perature curve occurs. Subtracting the elec-
tion. The normal state resistance, however. tronic and lattice contributions to the specific
markedly decreasesbelow 0. 9 K, indicative of heat of the isostructural nonmagnetic compound
some type of phase transition below the zero LuRh4B4 results in a magnetic entropy between
field superconductingtransition temperature 0 and 16 K of Srnae R In 2, which suggests

= 2.72 K. The upper critical field HcZ vs that the crystal fie~’ldground state of the Sm
3+

temperature data shown in Fig. 2 seem to sup- ions is a doublet.
port this hypothesis. The transition tempera- A plot of the reciprocal molar magnetic
tures were definedas the temperatures at which susceptibility x

1~vs temperature for SmRh4B4
the sample resistance becamefifty percent of is shown in Fig. 4. The data cannot be de-
the normal state value. The H~2vs tempera- scribed by a simple Curie-Weiss law, which is
ture curve shows a sharp discontinuity in its consistent with the Sm

3+ ions having relatively
slope at approximately 0.85 K; below this tern- low-energy angular momentum states abo~ethe
perature ~ is considerably larger than would Hund’s rule ground state. Therefore, a least
be expectedfrom the high temperature portion squares fit of the data above 0.87 K was made
of the curve, to the function

Shown in Fig. 3 is the heat capacity C vs
temperature data for SmRh

4B4between0. 5 and N 1 2 2
9 K in zero applied magnetic field. The data - Al Ueff ÷
reveal a small jump in the heat capacity at the ~M - k I 3(T - ~ ) 5
superconducting transition temperature (Tc B L P
2.72 K) and a pronouncedlambda-type anomaly where N is Avogadro’s number, k is Boltz-
which peaks at a temperature TX 0. 87 K. B
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Fig. 2 Upper critical field H2 versus temperature for StuRh4B4

The arrow represents the transition temperature defined by

the lambda-type anomaly observed in the heat capacity data.

The curve represents a fit of the data to Machida’s theory
8

for antiferromagnetic superconductors.

mann’s constant, ~ is the Bohr magneton, the best fit parameters of ~eff = 0.632
Ueff is the effective magnetic moment, and 9p = -1.93 K, and 6 = 377 K, Eq. (1) describes
is the Curie-Weiss temperature. 6 The first the data reasonably well, as shown in Fig. 4.
term represents a Curie-Weiss contribution However, the effective magnetic moment
from the 3=5/2 ground state, while the second ~eff = 0.632 UB is considerably less than the
term is the temperature independentVan Vleck 0.845 free ion value for the 3 5/2 Hund’s
correction arising from the accessible first cx- rule ground state of Sm3+, while 6 = 377 K
cited angular momentum 3=7/2 state. In the corresponds to AE = 1080 K, a value somewhat

absence of crystal field effects. ~eff = less than but comparable to the 1500 K value
gj ~/J(3’+l)~.iB 0.845 ~B’ where g

3 is the estimated for free S1n
3+ ions.7 In contrast, the

Land~ g-factor, and S = 7 AE/Z0, where AE magnetic susceptibilities of ErRh
4B4 ~ and

is the difference in energy betweenthe 3 5/2 NdRh4B4 ~ yielded effective magnetic moments
and 37/2 angular momentum states. Using nearly equal to their free ion values. The re-
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Fig. 3 Specific heat C versus temperature for SrnRh4B4 in zero

applied magnetic field.

duced value of Lieff for SmRh4B4 is consistent where
with the specific heat data which revealed crys -______
tal field splitting of the Hund’s rule ground state i / i

energy levels. The magnetic susceptibility = ~ ~jrj + b +DeB ±Jb2 -h
2 ) (3)

curve also exhibits a cusp-like feature near Ti,,
and

indicative of an antilerromagnetic transition at
this temperature. g

3Li IS (T)
B o

H+uBB. (4)
The ac electrical resistance, upper criti- h = 3kT

cal field, specific heat, and magnetic suscepti-
bility data all indicate that SmRh4B4 orders
antiferromagneticafly in the superconducting
state at T~= 0. 87 K. This immediately sug- Here d,j is the digamma function, Tco is the
gests that the Hc2 vs temperature data for critical temperature in the absence of ions that
SrnRh4B4may provide a useful test of theories carry magnetic moments, b l/r~ where
of antiferromagnetic superconductors, such as i is the spin-orbit relaxation time, D =

the one recently developedby Machida. 8 In T~f2/3 is a diffusion constant where Vf is the
Machida’s model, which is an extension of the Fermi velocity and is the relaxation time
Abrikosov-Gor’kov theory. 9 the equation relat- associatedwith scattering of the conduction
ing the upper critical field and the temperature electrons by nonmagnetic impurities, e is
is given by electronic charge. i is the exchange integral

characterizing the strength of the interaction
in +

2 E(l ~ ~j(4+ p) between the local moments and the conductionelectrons, i(T) is the temperature dependent
relaxation time of the conduction electron sys-

+ ( - Jb
2- h2 )~4+ - ~ (~)= ~ , (2) tern, and S

0 is the q = 0 value for the spin-
spin correlation function Sq = . ~ ) . The
relation between S0 and ~ is gCiven1~r
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Fig. 4 Inverse magnetic susceptibility per mole versus

temperature for SmRh
4B4. The arrow represents the transi-

tion temperature defined by the lambda-type anomaly observed

in the heat capacity data. The curve represents the sum of a

Curie-Weiss law with u = 0. 632 and 0 = -1. 93 K and aeff p

temperature independentVan Vleck term.

1 2 2 Weiss temperature were equal to T),. Although—i— 2,.rN(E ) ~4)(g - 1) S (T) , (5) the magnetic susceptibility data seemto con-
T( ) F ° tradict these assumptions, this simplified model

provides a qualitative description of the behav-
where N(EF) is the density of states at the br of y at the temperatures T ~ 2.7 K of in-
Fermi level, while S0(T) is related to the terest here. The value used for N(E ) was
magnetic susceptibility ~ by the expression 0. 57 states/eV-atom-spin direction, ~he dens-

ity of states at the Fermi level for the isostruc-

g 2 2 tural nonmagnetic compoundLuRh4B4, 11 while

= N S B s , (6) N was calculated from the crystallographic
3kBT ~ data. 2

The results of the numerical fit are shown

where N is the number of magnetic moments in Fig. 2, with the optimum value of the parame-
per unit volume. For ~ the standard mean ters being l/T

50 = 20. 15 K, De/ixB = 32. 33,
field theory expression

1° for an isotropic, T~
0= 4.95 K. and I = 8.58 x i~3 eV-atom.

polycrystalline antiferrornagnetic material was The agreementbetween experiment and theory
adopted using the Hund’s rule free ion values is excellent, especially in view of the sirnplifi-
for gj and 3 and assuming that both the Neil cations discussedabove. The enhancementof
temperature and the magnitude of the Curie- the upper critical field at low temperatures
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therefore appears to be the result of the reduc- tions suggests that the superconducting transi-
tion of the net magnetization below TX. The tion temperature of the tetragonal RER.h4B4
value for I obtained here is roughly comparable compoundsdependssensitively on the lattice
to the value 4x io_2 eV-atom that was previ- parameters.
ously inferred from the rate of the depression
of Tc with x in the ~seudoternary system Acknowledgment
(Lu1 _~Ho~)Rh4B4.~ Also of interest is the
small value of Tco in comparison to the critical The authors would like to thank Professor
temperature of 11.6 K for LuRh4B4. If reli- Kazushige Machida for discussions concerning

able, this sign!ficantly reduced value of Tc ~ his theory.
the absenceof magnetic pairbreaking interac-
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